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Land Acknowledgement 

We acknowledge the Arapaho and Cheyenne Tribes as the original stewards of  the land 
where the University of  Denver is located, and we recognize the history of  displacement 
among the Indigenous Tribes and Nations who call Colorado home.

Image by Markus Spiske

“On Nov. 29, 1864, at an area known as Sand Creek, near the present-day town of Eads, Colorado, a group of U.S.
militia attacked and killed an estimated 160 women, children and elderly members of the Cheyenne and Arapaho
tribes. The massacre occurred when John Evans, founder of the University of Denver and of Northwestern
University in Illinois, was serving both as governor of the Colorado Territory and as territorial superintendent of
Indian affairs…A DU report prepared in 2014 concludes that John Evans was culpable for the Sand Creek Massacre.”

—John Evans Report
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Welcome: Day 1 of 2

Wednesday: 9a –1p
• Incoming students
• Discoveries Schedule & Logistics
• Mentoring/Advising in FSEM
• Lunch + Discoveries Activities 

Thursday: 9a–12p
• Faculty Advising Role
• Resources and Case Studies
• Advising Tools

First-Year Seminar Image by Miha RekarImage by Thomas Morse

Safety Information

Data from DU COVID-19 Dashboard, 8/29/22 First-Year Seminar

• Scheduled testing
• Masks
• Seating charts

Not required*:

*ID swipe may be needed for 
some buildings
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FSEM: Role and Goals

FSEM Student Learning Outcome: Students will engage in critical inquiry in
the examination of concepts, texts, or artifacts; effectively communicate the
results of such inquiry; and access University resources.

Program Features:

1) Intellectual community
2) Academic expectations

3) Active learning environment

4) Strong advising/mentoring relationships

First-Year Seminar

• Average GPA: 3.78
• 56% Applied test-optional
• 16% First-Generation
• 14% Pell Grant
• 8%   Legacy

Students Snapshot: DU’s Largest Incoming Class (Again!)

• 75% Out of  state
• 25% Colorado
• 3%   International
• 70% White 
• 26% Students of  Color

§ 13%  Hispanic/Latino/a/x
§ 7%    Two or more races
§ 4%    Asian
§ 2.4% African American
§ .7%   Alaska Native/American Indian

1,655 students, from every U.S. state and 29 countries

• 31% College of  Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences
• 26% Daniels College of  Business
• 17% College of  Natural Sciences & Mathematics
• 13% Undeclared/Exploratory
• 9%   Ritchie School of  Engineering and Computer 

Science
• 4%   Korbel School of  International Studies

Academic plans:

Data from DU Office of  Admissions, 8/29/22 
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Students Snapshot: DU’s Largest Incoming Class

Paul J. Richards/AFP/Getty Images

b.

Students Snapshot: DU’s Largest Incoming Class

Paul J. Richards/AFP/Getty Images

b.
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Image by Federico Bottos

Student Needs and Challenges

Possible COVID impacts
• Interruption of  sophomore, junior, and senior 

years of  high school

• Interruption of  school supports and 
socialization

• Potential for death, loss, and trauma

• Increased gun violence, social and political 
unrest, and so on…

• Increased likelihood of  anxiety and depression

First-Year Seminar Image by Miha RekarImage by Thomas Morse

Faculty Feedback on 2021 Incoming Class

First-Year Seminar
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FSEM: Role and Goals

FSEM Student Learning Outcome: Students will engage in critical inquiry in
the examination of concepts, texts, or artifacts; effectively communicate the
results of such inquiry; and access University resources.

Program Features:
1) Intellectual community

2) Academic expectations
3) Active learning environment

4) Strong advising/mentoring relationships

First-Year Seminar

**Access
**Community
**Mentoring

Image by Federico Bottos

Bridging the Gap

• Crafting a supportive classroom community
• Cultivating trusting relationships with 

students
• Connecting students to campus supports

First-Year Seminar Image by Miha RekarImage by Thomas Morse

At your table, share one strategy for… 
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Image by David Bruyndonck

Discoveries Orientation
and First Ascent Weekends

First-Year Seminar

Chris Roby
Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Engagement & 

4D Experience

Amber Cardamone
Director of New Student and Family Programs

Liz Spooner
Assistant Director of Student Experience & New 

Student Orientation

Tuesday, September 6
• Student move-in; no faculty responsibilities

Wednesday, September 7
• 10:00–11:00 New student convocation
• 11:00-1:00 Lunch (optional)
• 1:00–3:00 FSEM class meeting

Thursday, September 8
• 1:00–2:45 FSEM class meeting

Friday, September 9
• 9:00a–3:00p Destinations trips

Discoveries: Faculty-Led Sessions

Image by Ed van DuijnFirst-Year Seminar Image by Miha RekarImage by Thomas Morse
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First-Year SeminarFirst-Year Seminar Image by Nathan Dumlao

Break & Catch Up

First-Year Seminar

First-Year Mentoring and Advising

Advising. FSEM faculty build advising relationships that extend beyond the 
transactional aspects of academic planning. Across a full year of academic 
advising, faculty help students navigate University resources and access various 
networks of support. Faculty guide students to make thoughtful course selections, 
while framing the common curriculum as an entrée to formative, integrated, and 
deep learning experiences. Students turn to FSEM faculty with all manner of 
questions; faculty provide resources that empower students to find the answers 
they seek. 

Mentoring. FSEM faculty serve as trusted mentors, assisting students in exploring 
new fields of study, supporting students in the development of effective 
intellectual habits, and generally serving as an on-campus student advocate. 
FSEM faculty regularly refer students to on-campus resources. 

First-Year Seminar
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FSEM Faculty 
Training
August 31, 2022

Introductions

• Carolyn Sommers
• Rita O'Connell
• Rachel Walsh
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Who are we at Career & Professional 
Development (CPD)?
VISION:
• Through the Offices of Career and Professional Development, the University of Denver builds an ac+ve 

network of students and alumni who are invested in their own professional success and engage with 
the University community in a lifelong rela+onship.

MISSION:
• The University of Denver Offices of Career and Professional Development will enhance the career 

success of students and alumni by:
• Providing career educa+on through coaching, programming and resources
• Facilita+ng connec+ons between students, alumni, parents/families and employers
• Offering experien+al learning and/or professional development opportuni+es relevant to 

students and alumni at all stages of their careers

In Fall of 2021, 62% of FSEM 
professors invited career advisors to 

present in their class (55/89)
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Ways to Support Students
Faculty Support
1. Mentorship

2. Resources

3. Events/Programming

4. Classroom Visits

5. Career Curriculum Integration

6. Internship/Experiential 
Learning

How CPD Can Help
1. Provide mentorship resources and opportuni4es

• Michael Johnson – Associate Director for Mentoring

2. Resources for applica4on building, networking, 
job/internship searching, grad school planning, etc.

3. Events/Programming such as the Student Employment 
Fair, All Majors Career & Internship Fair, Mentor for a 
Moment, etc.

4. Tailored classroom visits to facilitate students' 
understanding of their learning
• Alum/Employer visits

5. Curriculum integra4on such as resume building, 
Designing Your Life, Career Guides, Informa4onal 
Interviews, etc.

6. Guide them to complete experien4al learning 
opportuni4es such as internships, research, 
volunteering, student employment, etc.

Mentoring via LinkedIn's DU Alumni Network
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Mentoring via the DU Career Network

Have you 
worked with 
CPD before?

5-10mins:
• Share with your peers how 

you've collaborated with CPD 
before.
• What new or other ways can 

you start/continue to work 
with CPD?
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NACE

• h"ps://www.naceweb.org/up
loadedfiles/files/2021/resour
ces/nace-career-readiness-
competencies-revised-apr-
2021.pdf

What  is  Career  
Readiness?
Career readiness is a 
foundation from which 
to demonstrate requisite 
core competencies that 
broadly prepare the college 
educated for success in 
the workplace and lifelong 
career management.

Career & Self 
Development 

Communication 

Critical Thinking

Equity & 
Inclusion 

Leadership 

Professionalism

Teamwork 

Technology 

naceweb.org /
career-read iness-
competencies

Competencies
There are eight career readiness competencies, each of which can be 
demonstrated in a variety of ways.

Competencies for a Career-
Ready Workforce Overview 

©2021 National Association of Colleges and Employers. All rights reserved. 

https://www.naceweb.org/uploadedfiles/files/2021/resources/nace-career-readiness-competencies-revised-apr-2021.pdf
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Sample Behaviors

• Show an awareness of own strengths and areas for development.

• Identify areas for continual growth while pursuing and applying 
feedback.

• Develop plans and goals for one’s future career.

• Professionally advocate for oneself and others.

• Display curiosity; seek out opportunities to learn.

• Assume duties or positions that will help one progress professionally.

• Establish, maintain, and/or leverage relationships with people who 
can help one professionally.

• Seek and embrace development opportunities.

• Voluntarily participate in further education, training, or other events 
to support one’s career.

Career  & 
Self  Development

Competencies for a Career-Ready Workforce 

Definition and Sample Behaviors

Proactively develop oneself and one’s career 
through continual personal and professional 
learning, awareness of one’s strengths and 
weaknesses, navigation of career opportunities, 
and networking to build relationships within and 
without one’s organization.

naceweb.org/career-readiness-competencies

©2021 National Association of Colleges and Employers. All rights reserved. 

Sample Behaviors

• Understand the importance of and demonstrate verbal, written, 
and non-verbal/body language, abilities.

• Employ active listening, persuasion, and influencing skills.

• Communicate in a clear and organized manner so that others can 
effectively understand.

• Frame communication with respect to diversity of learning styles, 
varied individual communication abilities, and cultural differences.

• Ask appropriate questions for specific information from supervisors, 
specialists, and others.

• Promptly inform relevant others when needing guidance with 
assigned tasks. 

Communicat ion

Competencies for a Career-Ready Workforce 

Definition and Sample Behaviors

Clearly and effectively exchange information, 
ideas, facts, and perspectives with persons inside 
and outside of an organization.

naceweb.org/career-readiness-competencies

©2021 National Association of Colleges and Employers. All rights reserved. 
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Sample Behaviors

• Make decisions and solve problems using sound, inclusive reasoning 
and judgment.

• Gather and analyze information from a diverse set of sources and 
individuals to fully understand a problem.

• Proactively anticipate needs and prioritize action steps.

• Accurately summarize and interpret data with an awareness of 
personal biases that may impact outcomes.

• Effectively communicate actions and rationale, recognizing the diverse 
perspectives and lived experiences of stakeholders.

• Multi-task well in a fast-paced environment.

Cr i t i ca l  
Thinking

Competencies for a Career-Ready Workforce 

Definition and Sample Behaviors

Identify and respond to needs based upon an 
understanding of situational context and logical 
analysis of relevant information.

naceweb.org/career-readiness-competencies

©2021 National Association of Colleges and Employers. All rights reserved. 

Sample Behaviors

• Solicit and use feedback from multiple cultural perspectives to make 
inclusive and equity-minded decisions.

• Actively contribute to inclusive and equitable practices that influence 
individual and systemic change.

• Advocate for inclusion, equitable practices, justice, and empowerment 
for historically marginalized communities.

• Seek global cross-cultural interactions and experiences that enhance 
one’s understanding of people from different demographic groups and 
that leads to personal growth.

• Keep an open mind to diverse ideas and new ways of thinking.

• Identify resources and eliminate barriers resulting from individual and 
systemic racism, inequities, and biases.

• Demonstrate flexibility by adapting to diverse environments. 

• Address systems of privilege that limit opportunities for members of 
historically marginalized communities.

Equi ty  & 
Inclusion

Competencies for a Career-Ready Workforce 

Definition and Sample Behaviors

Demonstrate the awareness, attitude, knowledge, 
and skills required to equitably engage and 
include people from different local and global 
cultures. Engage in anti-racist practices that 
actively challenge the systems, structures, and 
policies of racism.

naceweb.org/career-readiness-competencies

©2021 National Association of Colleges and Employers. All rights reserved. 
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Sample Behaviors

• Act equitably with integrity and accountability to self, others, and 
the organization.

• Maintain a positive personal brand in alignment with organization 
and personal career values.

• Be present and prepared.

• Demonstrate dependability (e.g., report consistently for work or 
meetings).

• Prioritize and complete tasks to accomplish organizational goals.

• Consistently meet or exceed goals and expectations.

• Have an attention to detail, resulting in few if any errors in their work.

• Show a high level of dedication toward doing a good job.

Professional ism

Competencies for a Career-Ready Workforce 

Definition and Sample Behaviors

Knowing work environments differ greatly, 
understand and demonstrate effective work habits, 
and act in the interest of the larger community and 
workplace.

naceweb.org/career-readiness-competencies

©2021 National Association of Colleges and Employers. All rights reserved. 
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Sample Behaviors

• Listen carefully to others, taking time to understand and ask 
appropriate questions without interrupting.

• Effectively manage conflict, interact with and respect diverse 
personalities, and meet ambiguity with resilience.

• Be accountable for individual and team responsibilities and 
deliverables.

• Employ personal strengths, knowledge, and talents to complement 
those of others.

• Exercise the ability to compromise and be agile.

• Collaborate with others to achieve common goals.

• Build strong, positive working relationships with supervisor and team 
members/coworkers. 

Teamwork

Competencies for a Career-Ready Workforce 

Definition and Sample Behaviors

Build and maintain collaborative relationships 
to work effectively toward common goals, while 
appreciating diverse viewpoints and shared 
responsibilities.

naceweb.org/career-readiness-competencies

©2021 National Association of Colleges and Employers. All rights reserved. 

naceweb.org/career-readiness-competencies

©2021 National Association of Colleges and Employers. All rights reserved. 

Sample Behaviors

• Navigate change and be open to learning new technologies.

• Use technology to improve efficiency and productivity of their work. 

• Identify appropriate technology for completing specific tasks. 

• Manage technology to integrate information to support relevant, 
effective, and timely decision-making. 

• Quickly adapt to new or unfamiliar technologies. 

• Manipulate information, construct ideas, and use technology to 
achieve strategic goals.

Technology

Competencies for a Career-Ready Workforce 

Definition and Sample Behaviors

Understand and leverage technologies ethically 
to enhance efficiencies, complete tasks, and 
accomplish goals. 
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Importance of 
Career Readiness
• "Employers have expressed 

need for entry-level 
professional employees to 
integrate quickly into their 
respective organizations 
(Casner-Lotto, Rosenblum, & 
Wright, 2009). The need for a 
more focused form of 
readiness, one that is specific 
to college graduates entering 
the workforce, could not be 
more pressing." 

• - NACE Career Readiness 
Report

Top Skills to Build Before GraduaPng, According to DU Employers

CAHSS Classrooms to 
Careers Initiative

Benefits:
• Building equity into a class
• Student persistence

https://career.du.edu/blog/2022/02/09/partnering-with-faculty-to-develop-students-career-readiness-skills/
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FSEM Student Learning Outcome:
Students who complete FSEM will be able to 
engage in critical inquiry in the examination 
of concepts, texts, or artifacts; effectively 
communicate the results of such inquiry; and 
access University resources.

FSEM courses are meta-learning 
environments, where students can reflect on 
their transition to the university and develop 
new strategies for academic success.

Review your FSEM syllabus.

What are some activities and 
assessments in your course that 
work on the development of one of 
these 8 career readiness 
competencies?

Share with your table.
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Questions?
Carolyn Sommers: carolyn.sommers@du.edu
Rita O'Connell: rita.oconnell@du.edu
Rachel Walsh: rachel.walsh@du.edu

First-Year Seminar

Image by David Bruyndonck

Budgets, Reimbursement, and Pay

First-Year Seminar

mailto:carolyn.sommers@du.edu
mailto:rita.oconnell@du.edu
mailto:rachel.walsh@du.edu
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First-Year Seminar

Destinations, Activities, & Materials Budget

FSEM Activities Money:
$25. per student in your class for Destinations Trip Friday September 9, 
2022 (19 x $25=$475.) 

$20. Available for Winter & Spring Activities upon request. If you have 19 in 
your class: 19 x $20 = $380. (for each quarter). 

FSEM Materials Budget – please check with Monica before purchase
• $250 for new FSEM faculty 
• $100 for returning FSEM faculty 

***You will use your p-card for the above expenses and then when you 
reconcile in Concur we will give you the Org number to charge it to. 

First-Year Seminar

Compensation Information 
Payment  for FSEM Faculty In your October 1st paycheck expect to receive:

$  300.00.   Training Pay ($150 for 8/31 & $150 for 9/1) 
$  500.00    Discoveries Pay for Orientation
$  350.00    Destinations Pay 
$  292.86 1st Advisor payment (7 payments Oct 1st. to April 1st) 
$1442.86    Total for October (1st time FSEM faculty add $1500) 

Additional Opportunities that could be in your October 1st paycheck:

$150.00 From FSEM Professional Development held 8/10/22
During the school year 3 more opportunities @ $150 each

Your Total October 1st FSEM payment could be: $1442.86
Your November 1st payment will be $292.86
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First-Year SeminarFirst-Year Seminar Image by Nathan Dumlao

Grab Lunch and Rejoin Table

First-Year Seminar

Discoveries Week:
Sample Schedule

Kateri McRae

First-Year Seminar
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• Build community
• Get to know student names (I study like there will be a pop quiz)
• Encourage them to get to know each other
• Hint at long-lasting ties to the group or sub-groups

• Alleviate anxiety and replace with excitement for academics at DU
• Answer burning questions, triage advising questions
• Provide scholarly context for meaning of required courses
• Establish yourself as hub to connect with academic resources

• Promote independence and self-directed learning about resources and 
academic trajectory
• Set expectations of rigor combined with resources to help students meet high bar
• Provide context for resources on campus and prepare for responding to outreach

• Provide information about culture of higher ed and DU to allow all students 
to succeed
• Reduce barriers to success and increase sense of belonging

Objectives for Discoveries Week

First-Year Seminar

Wednesday afternoon (1-3 pm)
Time Objectives Activities Resources

1:00 – 1:40 Getting to know you
Burning questions

• Pair-share partner introductions (3 pre-set questions: 
why DU, burning questions, and what they have in 
common)

• Check in about basic getting settled concerns: Does 
everyone have access to wifi, their ID card, light rail 
pass, etc. 

1:40 – 1:50 Ground rules
Intro to FSEM

• Ground rules for Dialogues (and for FSEM): inclusion, 
clear instructions for what to do if someone says 
something harmful, COVID protocols

• Overview of FSEM instructor relationship and timeline 
of FSEM activities Discoveries week

• FSEM Ground rules

1:50 – 2:10 Why DU? Making 
the most

• Liberal Arts education
• Common Curriculum rationale
• Majors and minors
• Graduate school, careers, next steps
• Gentle intro to resources

• Bulletin
• New student 

registration website
• Common Curriculum 

visualized
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• Most liberal arts colleges have breadth/distribution requirements
• “Well-rounded” students
• Basic competencies necessary for citizenship
• Work requires cross-disciplinary collaboration

• understanding how different disciplines know and think about things makes you 
more employable

• At DU we emphasize that our graduates should be exposed to 
multiple Ways of Knowing
• How is new knowledge generated? How do fields decide what is “true” or 

worth agreeing upon?
• How does a bench scientist view truths about the world differently from 

an artist?
• Common curriculum courses are meant to prompt reflection and 

connection between other common curriculum courses, as well as 
disciplinary courses and non-course activities

Discussing the meaning of the common curriculum

Wednesday afternoon (1-3 pm)
Time Objectives Activities Resources

2:10 – 2:30 Advising structure 
review/
temperature
checks

• Review advising structure (student responsibility, 
FSEM instructors, OAA, faculty advisors and program 
advisors in major, registrar’s office)

• Familiarity with anatomy of the degree at DU
• How to find common curriculum requirements
• Best practices for course scheduling, reminder of 

advising in first year
• Announce advising resources during this week (drop-

ins)

• Advising checklist

2:30 – 2:40 Encourage 
exploration

• Have students explore bulletin and/or class schedule, 
with purpose of finding a class/major/minor they had 
never heard of before that looks interesting

• Bulletin
• Schedule of classes

2:40 – 3:00 Catch up • NEW burning questions, catch-up from previous 
sections
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Thursday afternoon (1 – 2:45 pm)
Time Objectives Activities

1 :00– 1:20 pm Expectations for first week 
of classes

• Pair share with same partner as intro
• Share: biggest excitement/biggest fear OR do you prefer structure or 

freedom. If biggest fear, what would help you feel better?
• Which resources on campus are you excited to use?

1:20 – 1:45 Meta-cognition, self-
reflection, and 
intentionality

• Debate and discussion: Should DU instructors be allowed to block wifi
in classrooms?

• Data on multi-tasking, brainstorm strategies
• Introduce meta-cognition and growth mindset (if time)

1:45 – 2:05 Academic culture and 
etiquette 

• Belonging and imposter syndrome, planning ahead, being thoughtful, 
honest and polite when possible

• Honor code, FERPA, incompletes (examples of independence and 
accountability)

• Finish up resources with asking for help, reframing help as path to 
success, normalize mental health resources and confidentiality*

Thursday afternoon (1 – 2:45 pm)
Time Objectives Activities

2:05-2:20 Outreach 

response 

exercise

• Discuss resource-rich campus culture, emphasize student 

role

• Describe various outreach and how to respond

• Send outreach template and have them practice responding

2:20-2:35 Plan for major 

advising 

sessions

• Get into groups based on declared/planned/interested 

majors

• Encourage exploratory students to go to 

exploratory/undeclared and normalize not having a major 

declared
• Generate questions for session with group

• Look up how to get there!

• Bulletin

• Departmental advising 

contacts

2:35 -

2:45

Destinations 

reminders/ 

Catch all;

• Meeting time and mask requirements for Destinations
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PREPARE
• Create a referral draft email based 

on the Inspire alerts template
• Have a draft email ready to send to 

each student, personalized as 
appropriate (can use mail merge)

EXECUTE
• Introduce students to DU’s philosophy of 

support (lots) and frame support as critical to 
success (implicit contrast to remedial)

• Indicate that while they should be proactive, 
some support make come to them in the form 
of outreach

• Review best practices for responding to 
outreach 

• Warn them of practice email coming to them 
(consider not sending for any student not 
present), and send

• Have them respond
• Consider asking them how they felt when getting 

it
• Highlight multiple possibilities for appropriate 

response
• Indicate that other outreach may look 

different, remind options to respond

Referrals exercise for first year students

Friday: Destinations (4D: Careers/Lives of Purpose)

Time Activity Notes

8:15 am • Meet at light rail station • Bring walking shoes, light rail pass, (masks)

8:20 am • Quick name game

8:30 am • Light rail to DCPA

9:00 am • Tour of DCPA
10:00 am • Free time downtown
11:30 am • Light rail back to DU • Eagles Fly Home!
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First class meeting (clean up)
Time Objectives Activities

2:00 – 2:20 Names reminder/ burning 
questions

• Another icebreaker (pair name with gesture and/or sound?) as reminder

2:20 – 2:30 Ground rules reminder • Debrief from major information sessions
• Answers to questions, new questions
• Departmental advising contact sheet, student success coaching
• Exploratory resources and what to do if you find yourself exploring

2:30 – 2:45 Debrief from major 
information sessions

• Debrief from major information sessions
• Answers to questions, new questions
• Departmental advising contact sheet, student success coaching
• Exploratory resources and what to do if you find yourself exploring

2:45 – 2:55 Introduce letter to past self 
as assignment

• Connection between 4D content and meta-cognition, reflection
• Bridge to FSEM course content
• Bridge to mindset, self-determination, student responsibilities

Best Practices and New Ideas

For discussion at your table…

• What Discoveries activities worked well in the 
past?

• What is something new you’d like to try?

• What are challenges of  Discoveries sessions?

• Note, we have 12 new FSEM faculty in the room 
who will benefit from your ideas.

First-Year Seminar Image by Casey Horner
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Image by Casey Horner

Jennifer Karas
jennifer.karas@du.edu

Monica Kosanovich
monica.kosanovich@du.edu

Heather Martin
heather.martin@du.edu

Kateri McRae
kateri.mcrae@du.edu

Thank you!
Feel free to reach out with concerns, ideas, or questions.

First-Year Seminar

mailto:jennifer.karas@du.edu
mailto:monica.kosanovich@du.edu
mailto:heather.martin@du.edu
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